[Miliary induced by intravesical BCG immunotherapy for carcinoma of the bladder: CT Findings].
The authors describe the case of a patient presenting miliary involvement of the lung due to mycobacterium bovis after intravesical BCG administration. After initial transurethral resection, the patient was treated with immunotherapy by intravesical instillation of BCG and received 9 treatments without any problem. After the 10th treatment, the patient presented with cough and signs of urinary infection. At admission the chest radiograph showed a miliary pattern, better seen at high resolution CT, and using helical technique with the maximum intensity projection (MIP) reconstructions. MIP demonstrated to better advantage the well defined contours of the nodules, distributed evenly and randomly in the whole lung. After anti-TB treatment, the patient had regained full activity with persistence of the miliary pattern but a decreased number and size of nodules and calcification in some of them. This case illustrates a rare complication of intravesical immunotherapy, and points out the superiority of Sliding Thin Slab MIP (STS-MIP) compared with standard HRCT which allows a better detection of extent and follow-up of a military pattern, notably in moderate forms, by improvement of the anatomical resolution.